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Small-angle neutron scattering has been used to study protein unfolding and refolding in protein bovine
serum albumin �BSA� due to perturbation in its native structure as induced by three different protein denatur-
ating agents: urea, surfactant, and pressure. The BSA protein unfolds for urea concentrations greater than 4 M
and is observed to be independent of the protein concentration. The addition of surfactant unfolds the protein
by the formation of micellelike aggregates of surfactants along the unfolded polypeptide chains of the protein
and depends on the ratio of surfactant to protein concentration. We make use of the dilution method to show
the refolding of unfolded proteins in the presence of urea and surfactant. BSA does not show any protein
unfolding up to the pressure of 450 MPa. The presence of urea and surfactant �for concentrations prior to
inducing their own unfolding� has been used to examine pressure-induced unfolding of the protein at lower
pressures. The protein unfolds at 200 MPa pressure in the presence of urea; however, no unfolding is observed
with surfactant. The protein unfolding is shown to be reversible in all the above denaturating methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Proteins are responsible for most of the function that oc-
cur in living organism and the function of a protein depends
absolutely on its three-dimensional folded structure �1–5�.
Proteins can undergo unfolding and refolding transitions in
the presence of denaturants such as urea, surfactant, and
pressure �6–10�. Protein unfolding process involves the dis-
ruption of H bonds, disulphide bonds, salt bridges, and hy-
drophobic interactions, leading to its successive alteration of
quaternary, tertiary, and secondary structures. However, pep-
tide bonds are not broken leaving the primary structure un-
altered. Protein unfolding is one of the most widely studied
topics in molecular biology due to its widespread application
in the industrial and the scientific worlds �11–16�. The un-
folding process can be brought about by various means and
conditions �17–26�. Each different route of unfolding has its
own application and advantage in material processing and
basic sciences. Urea is being used for long time to under-
stand the fundamental processes of protein folding and un-
folding. On the other hand, the surfactant-induced unfolding
is known to play an important role in the pharmaceutical and
the cosmetic industries, whereas pressure-induced unfolding
is used routinely in food processing industry. Urea is known
for its water breaking ability, causing an increase in the solu-
bility of hydrophobic groups, thereby being able to solubilize
both the hydrophobic and the hydrophilic patches of the pro-
tein macromolecule leading to the unfolding of the whole
protein �17–19�. Protein unfolding in the case of amphiphilic
molecules such as surfactant is caused due to binding of
these molecules to the hydrophobic patches of the protein
�20–23�. The effect of applying pressure results in a transfer
of solvent to the hydrophobic core of the protein. The weak-
ening of the hydrophobic interactions between the nonpolar
side chains due to penetration of solvent results in the
pressure-induced unfolding �24–26�.

Protein unfolding has been studied using various methods
such as viscometry �9�, circular dichroism �22�, nuclear-

magnetic-resonance �NMR�, �20� and scattering techniques
�23�. These methods probe protein unfolding with different
resolutions. For example, viscometry explains the unfolding
of proteins based on the increase in viscosity due to the en-
tanglement of unfolded protein �9�. Circular dichroism gives
information about the changes in the helical content in the
secondary structure, but it does not provide information
about the overall changes in the three-dimensional structure
of the protein �22�. NMR indicates unfolding from the
chemical shift, which is due to the difference in interactions
of the folded and the unfolded parts of the protein with the
solvent �20�. Scattering techniques correlate the unfolding
with the conformational changes in the three-dimensional
structure of the protein �23�.

Earlier studies have proposed that the addition of urea and
the pressure effect unfold a protein into a polypeptide chain,
which acquires a random coil conformation �27–31�. In the
presence of surfactant, the binding of surfactant on protein
results in micellelike aggregates enclosing the hydrophobic
patches on the protein backbone. This leads to the acquisition
of a necklace-bead structure of the protein-surfactant com-
plex �32–36�. The protein unfolding could be reversible or
irreversible depending on its mechanism and the extent of
conformation of the unfolded protein �6–10�. Herein, we ex-
amine the refolding of the unfolded protein bovine serum
albumin �BSA� in the presence of urea, surfactant, and pres-
sure as characterized by the technique of small-angle neutron
scattering �SANS�. SANS with the possibility to vary the
contrast is an ideal technique for studying hydrogenous sys-
tems such as protein solution �37�. The experiments are per-
formed on BSA protein, which is one of the commonly used
proteins for various studies. BSA functions biologically as a
carrier for fatty acids, anions, and other simple amphiphiles
in the bloodstream. BSA has a molecular weight of 66.4 kDa
and consists of 583 amino acids in a single polypeptide
chain. Protein unfolding in the presence of denaturants is
studied over a wide concentration range of urea �0–10 M�
and surfactant �0–100 mM�. The effect of pressure on the
protein is observed up to 450 MPa. The dilution methods are
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used to examine the refolding of unfolded proteins in these
systems.

II. EXPERIMENT

BSA protein �Catalog No. 05480�, sodium dodecyl sulfate
�SDS� surfactant �Catalog No. 71727�, and urea were pur-
chased from Fluka. Samples for SANS experiments were
prepared by dissolving known amount of BSA and other ad-
ditives �surfactant or urea� in a buffer solution of D2O. The
use of D2O as a solvent instead of H2O provides a better
contrast for hydrogenous protein in neutron experiments. The
interparticle interactions in these systems were minimized by
preparing the samples in acetate buffer solution at a pH of
5.4, which is close to the isoelectric pH of BSA �4.9�, and at
a high ionic strength of 0.5 M NaCl. Small-angle neutron
scattering experiments were performed at the SANS-I instru-
ment at the Swiss Spallation Neutron Source, SINQ, Paul
Scherrer Institut, Switzerland �38�. The mean wavelength of
the incident neutron beam was 6 Å with a wavelength reso-
lution of approximately 10%. The scattered neutrons were
detected using a two-dimensional 96�96 cm2 detector. The
experiments were performed at two sample-to-detector dis-
tances of 2 and 8 m, respectively, to cover the data in the
wave-vector transfer Q range of 0.006–0.25 Å−1. The mea-
sured SANS data were corrected and normalized to a cross-
sectional unit using BERSANS-PC data processing software
�39�. Pressure dependence measurements on protein solu-
tions were performed using a 500 MPa high-pressure cell
having two parallel thick sapphire windows �40�.

III. SMALL-ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING ANALYSIS

In small-angle neutron scattering, one measures the coher-
ent differential scattering cross section per unit volume
�d� /d��Q�� as a function of Q. For a system of monodis-
persed interacting protein macromolecules, d� /d��Q� can
be expressed as �41�

d�

d�
�Q� = NpVp

2��p − �s�2��F�Q�2� + �F�Q��2�Sp�Q� − 1�� + B ,

�1�

where Np is the protein number density and Vp is the volume
of the protein macromolecule. �p and �s are the scattering
length densities of the protein and the solvent, respectively.
F�Q� is the single-particle form factor and Sp�Q� is the in-
terparticle structure factor. B is a constant term that repre-
sents the incoherent scattering background, which is mainly
due to hydrogen in the sample.

In general, charged colloidal systems such as protein so-
lutions show a correlation peak in the SANS data �42�. The
peak arises because of the interparticle structure factor Sp�Q�
and indicates the presence of significant interaction �electro-
static and/or hard sphere� between the colloids. In the case of
a solution with a low protein concentration, having a high
salt concentration, and a pH close to isoelectric point of the
protein, Sp�Q� can be approximated to unity as the interpar-

ticle interactions are minimized, and Eq. �1� for such system
becomes

d�

d�
�Q� = NpVp

2��p − �s�2�F�Q�2� + B . �2�

The single-particle form factor of the protein macromol-
ecules in their native conformation has been calculated by
treating them as prolate ellipsoids. For such an ellipsoidal
particle, �43�

�F�Q�2� = �
0

1

�F�Q,��2d�� , �3�

F�Q,�� =
3�sin x − x cos x�

x3 , �4�

x = Q�a2�2 + b2�1 − �2��1/2, �5�

where a and b are, respectively, the semimajor and the
semiminor axes of the ellipsoidal protein macromolecules
and � is the cosine of the angle between the directions of a
and the wave-vector transfer Q.

The unfolding of protein in the presence of urea or on
applying pressure is believed to be the opening of the globu-
lar protein structure into a random coil Gaussian conforma-
tion of the unfolded polypeptide chain. In this case, scatter-
ing cross section is given as �44�

d�

d�
�Q� = I0�Q2Rg

2 − 1 + exp�− Q2Rg
2��/�QRg�4, �6�

where Rg is the radius of gyration of the unfolded protein
polypeptide chain.

The protein-surfactant complex has been treated using the
necklace model that assumes micellelike clusters of surfac-
tant randomly distributed along the unfolded polypeptide
chain. The cross section for such a system can be written as
�45�

d�s

d�
�Q� =

N1
2

NpN
�bm − Vm�s�2Pm�Q�Sf�Q� + B , �7�

where N1 and Np are the number densities of the total sur-
factant and the protein molecules in the solution, respec-
tively. Vm is the volume of the surfactant and N is the number
of micelles attached to a polypeptide chain. bm represents the
scattering length of the surfactant molecule. The aggregation
number of the micellelike clusters in the complex is obtained
by n=N1 / �NpN�. Pm�Q� denotes the normalized intraparticle
structure factor of a single micellelike cluster, which for a
spherical micelles of radius R is given by

Pm�Q� = �3�sin QR − QR cos QR�
�QR�3 	2

�8�

Sf�Q� has been calculated using fractal structure of the
complex. In this case, Sf�Q� is given as �46�
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Sf�Q� = 1 +
1

�QRp�D

D��D − 1�
�1 + �Q��−2���D−1�/2�

�sin��D − 1�tan−1�Q��� , �9�

where D is the fractal dimension of the gel and � is the
correlation length that is a measure of the extent of the com-
plex. Throughout the data analysis, corrections were made
for instrumental smearing. The parameters in the analysis
were optimized by means of nonlinear least-square fitting
program and the errors �standard deviations� on the param-
eters were calculated by the standard method �47�.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SANS data for two concentrations �1 and 0.4 wt %� of
BSA protein in the presence of varying concentration of urea
are shown in Fig. 1. The effect of addition of urea shows
similar behavior for both the protein concentrations. SANS
data show a decrease in scattering cross section with an in-
creasing urea concentration. It is observed that, up to 4 M
concentration of urea, there is a continuous decrease in the
scattering cross section; however the functionality of the
scattering pattern does not change. The decrease in scattering
cross section can be explained in terms of a decrease in con-
trast ��p−�s�2 as the scattering length density of deuterated
solvent ��s� decreases in addition of hydrogenous urea to
protein solution. There is a change in the functionality of the
scattering profile beyond 4 M urea and it is interpreted in
terms of the unfolding of the protein. It is believed that the
solvation of hydrophobic portions of the protein at high urea
concentrations leads to the unfolding of a protein �17–19�.

Figure 2 shows the scaling of the data of two BSA concen-
trations �Fig. 1� by the concentration factor. The overlapping
of the two data sets suggests that the effect of urea is inde-
pendent of the BSA concentration in the present concentra-
tion range of interest. SANS data for the native structure of a
protein have been fitted using Eq. �2�. It is found that the
protein macromolecules are prolate ellipsoidal in shape with
semimajor and semiminor axes a=71.0 and b=c=22.2 Å,
respectively, which are similar to the values reported earlier
�23�. Recently, a more detailed model based on the crystal
structure of protein has been developed which could provide
a better idea about the quality of the scattering data as well as
the prolate ellipsoidal model �48�. The unfolded protein is
fitted as random Gaussian coil using Eq. �6�. It is found that
the radius of gyration �Rg� of the unfolded protein increases
with increasing urea concentration. The value of Rg increases
from 55.0 to 93.5 Å as the urea concentration is increased
from 6 to 10 M �Table I�. It may be mentioned that, while
random Gaussian coil model of unfolded protein is not com-
pletely realistic, we believe that a wormlike chain with ex-
cluded volume effect would be more appropriate �49�. This
model has three unknowns, namely, the contour length, the
Kuhn length, and the cross-section radius to fit the data.
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FIG. 1. SANS data for �a� 1 and �b� 0.4 wt % BSA in the
presence of varying urea concentration.
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FIG. 2. Scaling of the SANS data of 1 and 0.4 wt % BSA in the
presence of urea. The data of 0.4 wt % BSA �filled symbols� are
multiplied by a factor of 2.5 �concentration factor� to scale with the
data of 1 wt % BSA �open symbols�. Inset shows the variation in
radius of gyration �Rg� of protein as a function of urea
concentration.

TABLE I. Fitted parameters of SANS analysis for BSA protein
in the presence of varying urea concentration. The protein has a
prolate ellipsoidal shape up to 4 M urea and beyond this concentra-
tion it unfolds into a random coil conformation. The parameters are
independent of the BSA concentration.

Urea
�M�

Semiminor axis
b=c �Å�

Semimajor axis
a �Å�

Radius of gyration
Rg �Å�

0 22.2	0.8 71.0	5.1

2 22.2	0.8 71.0	5.1

4 22.2	0.8 71.0	5.1

6 55.0	2.9

8 84.0	4.1

10 93.5	6.4
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However, we have not used this model due to limitations to
fit these three parameters as the SANS data are taken over
the limited Q range and scattering cross section has quite low
values.

The refolding of unfolded protein in the presence of urea
has been examined using dilution method and the data are
shown in Fig. 3. In this method, the urea concentration in the
protein solution is reduced through the dilution of the
sample. The results can be directly compared as the protein
unfolding is independent of the protein concentration. Figure
3 shows the scaled SANS data of 1 wt % BSA+10 M urea,
0.8 wt % BSA+8 M Urea, and 0.6 wt % BSA+6 M urea
to 1 wt % protein data and all these systems are diluted to
0.4 wt % BSA+4 M urea by factors of 2.5, 2, and 1.5, re-
spectively. The comparison of scattering profiles of 1 wt %
BSA+10 M urea, 0.8 wt % BSA+8 M urea, and 0.6 wt %
BSA+6 M urea systems suggests the higher amount of un-
folding at higher urea concentrations. However, very similar
data are obtained when the protein solution with different
urea concentrations �unfolded proteins� are diluted to one
urea concentration at which the protein is refolded. This is a
clear indication of the unfolded protein in 1 wt % BSA with
6–10 M urea concentration range getting back to the folded
structure on reducing the urea concentration by the dilution
method. The structural details of unfolded and refolded pro-
teins in these systems are given in Table II. The small differ-

ence between refolded structures of protein from different
amounts of unfolding of the protein on dilution may be due
to that protein unfolding is not completely reversible and the
extent of refolding depends on the unfolding state of the
protein.

Figure 4 shows the SANS data for BSA �1 and 0.4 wt %�
in the presence of varying SDS concentration. The effect of
addition of surfactant unlike urea depends on the BSA con-
centration, and lower surfactant concentration is required for
low protein concentration to obtain similar scattering pro-
files. SANS data of both the BSA concentrations show an
increase in scattering cross section with an increasing surfac-
tant concentration. Based on the features of the scattering
profiles, the data can be grouped in two different sets as the
surfactant concentration is increased. The first data set corre-
sponds to proteins at low surfactant concentrations, where
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FIG. 3. SANS data of 1 wt % BSA+10 M urea, 0.8 wt %
BSA+8 M urea, and 0.6 wt % BSA+6 M urea, and these samples
are diluted to 0.4 wt %+4 M urea. All the data are scaled to
1 wt % BSA concentration.

TABLE II. Fitted parameters of SANS analysis of unfolded and refolded proteins as a function of urea
concentration. The protein has a prolate ellipsoidal shape in the folded state and a random coil conformation
in unfolded state.

System
Conformational

state
Semiminor axis

b=c �Å�
Semimajor axis

a �Å�
Radius of gyration

Rg �Å�

�a� 1 wt % BSA+4 M Urea Folded 22.2	0.8 71.0	5.1

�b� 1 wt % BSA+10 M Urea Unfolded 93.5	6.4

�c� 0.8 wt % BSA+8 M Urea Unfolded 84.0	4.1

�d� 0.6 wt % BSA+6 M Urea Unfolded 55.0	2.9

Sample �b� diluted to sample �a� Refolded 22.2	0.8 88.0	6.3

Sample �c� diluted to sample �a� Refolded 22.2	0.8 82.0	5.8

Sample �d� diluted to sample �a� Refolded 22.2	0.8 75.0	5.5
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FIG. 4. SANS data for �a� 1 and �b� 0.4 wt % BSA in the
presence of varying SDS concentration.
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the scattering data show a similar behavior to that of pure
protein solution. In this data set, the overall scattering cross
section increases with an increase in surfactant concentra-
tion. It can be explained in terms of Eq. �2� if the individual
surfactant molecules bind to protein and the volume of the
scattering particle increases. The features of the scattering
data in the second data set at higher surfactant concentrations
are very different to those of the first data set. One of the
interesting features is the linearity of the scattering profiles
on log-log scale in the intermediate-Q range with a Q range
of linearity increasing with the surfactant concentration. This
is an indication of the formation of fractal structure by the
protein-surfactant complex. The buildup of scattering cross
section in the higher cutoff of the linearity of scattering data
suggests the formation of surfactant aggregates, and the
lower cutoff corresponds to the overall size of the protein-

surfactant complex. It is observed that the position of high-Q
cutoff remains almost the same while the position of low-Q
cutoff shifts to smaller Q values with increasing surfactant
concentration. It is interesting to note that when the data of
adding surfactant concentration are scaled with respect to
protein concentration �Fig. 5�, the similar scattering profiles
are obtained from Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� for those systems
which have the same surfactant to protein ratios. In other
words, these results show that the scattering profile in
protein-surfactant system depends on the ratio of surfactant
to protein concentration. The calculated structural parameters
in these systems are given in Table III.

At low surfactant concentrations, Table III shows changes
in the dimensions of the protein on an increase in binding of
surfactant molecules as a function of surfactant concentra-
tion. The semiminor axis remains almost the same while the
semimajor axis increases with increasing surfactant concen-
tration. Similar results of the elongation of the BSA protein
have also been observed with cationic surfactant azobenzene

TABLE III. Fitted parameters of SANS analysis of protein-surfactant complexes. Data are fitted for
prolate ellipsoidal shape of the protein macromolecule for folded structure and by a fractal structure of
micellelike clusters randomly distributed along the unfolded protein chain for unfolded structure.

�a� Folded structure

�SDS�/�BSA�
�mM /wt %�

Semiminor axis
b=c �Å�

Semimajor axis
a �Å�

0 22.2	0.8 71.0	5.1

5 22.2	0.8 80.0	6.1

�b� Unfolded structure

�SDS�/�BSA�
�mM /wt %�

Fractal
dimension

D

Correlation
length
� �Å�

Micelle
radius
R �Å�

Number
of micelles

N

Aggregation
number

n

25 2.23	0.15 40.0	1.9 18.0	0.6 2 51

50 1.95	0.10 67.8	4.9 18.0	0.6 6 45

100 1.71	0.04 144.3	7.5 18.0	0.6 13 42
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FIG. 5. Scaling of the SANS data of 1 and 0.4 wt % BSA in the
presence of SDS. The data are shown for the systems for which the
ratio of surfactant to protein concentration is same. The data of
0.4 wt % BSA �filled symbols� are multiplied by a factor of 2.5
�concentration factor� to scale with the data of 1 wt % BSA �open
symbols�. Inset shows the variation in radius of gyration �Rg� or
correlation length ��� of protein as a function of ratio of SDS to
BSA concentration.
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FIG. 6. SANS data for 1 wt % BSA+80 mM SDS and this
system is diluted to 1 wt % BSA+10 mM SDS. The data of the
diluted sample are compared with that of the directly prepared
sample by the mixing of two components. The calculated data are
also shown if there is no refolding on dilution.
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trimethyl ammonium bromide. It is believed that the six pro-
tein subdomains forming BSA remain intact but separates
from each other, leading to an elongation of the protein on
addition of surfactant �50�. The fractal structure of the
protein-surfactant complex at higher surfactant concentra-
tions is modeled on the basis of the necklace model that
considers micellelike clusters of the surfactant formed along
the unfolded polypeptide chain of the protein. It is found that
the fractal dimension decreases and the overall size of the
complex increases on increasing surfactant concentration.
The size of micellelike clusters �R� does not change, while
the number of such micellelike clusters �N� in protein-
surfactant complex increases with the surfactant concentra-
tion. The values of aggregation numbers are much smaller
than that one would have found, about 70 in pure surfactant
solution for the similar size of micelles �51�. This indicates
the participation of the hydrophobic portions of the unfolded
protein chain in the micellar formation �20–23�. The partici-
pation of the unfolded protein in the formation of micellelike
clusters is enhanced with the increase in unfolding, and this
results in a decreasing aggregation number of micellelike
clusters. Also, all the surfactant molecules probably partici-
pate in the micellelike clusters to avoid the exposure of hy-
drophobic portions of the protein on its unfolding with an
increase in surfactant concentration.

We again use the dilution method to examine the refold-
ing of surfactant-induced protein unfolding. The fact that
protein unfolding depends on the ratio of protein to surfac-
tant concentration suggests that the dilution of both compo-

nents as in the case of urea cannot be used to examine the
refolding. Therefore, native protein solution �pure BSA� has
been used to dilute the surfactant-induced unfolded protein.
Figure 6 shows the SANS data of unfolded protein structure
of 1 wt % BSA+80 mM SDS diluted by 1 wt % BSA to
1 wt % BSA+10 mM SDS for which the protein is ex-
pected to be in the folded structure. The scattering from di-
luted sample is found to be exactly similar to that of directly
prepared sample of 1 wt % BSA+10 mM SDS suggesting
that unfolded protein refolds as the surfactant concentration
is decreased through dilution. Figure 6 also shows the theo-
retically generated scattering data if there was no refolding
of protein in 1 wt % BSA+80 mM SDS on dilution, which
is found to be quite different to that experimentally mea-
sured. It is calculated by the weighted scattering sum of the
unfolded �1 wt % BSA+80 mM SDS� and the folded
�1 wt % BSA� proteins in the diluted sample. These results
thus suggest that surfactant molecules redistribute them-
selves depending on the protein concentration and hence the
unfolded structure can be refolded back on decreasing the
surfactant concentration. Figure 7 shows the similar data to
Fig. 6 using contrast-matched �deuterated� surfactant. In this
case only the protein conformation is visible and the data are
fitted to the Gaussian random coil for the unfolded protein.
These data also show the refolding of the unfolded protein
on dilution.

Figure 8 shows the SANS data for pressure effect on
1 wt % protein solution. It is found that there is an increase
in scattering cross section on applying the pressure. How-
ever, the functionality of the scattering profile remains the
same �see inset of the figure�. The increase in scattering cross
section can be understood in terms of the increase in number

TABLE IV. Fitted parameters of SANS analysis of 1 wt % BSA protein on applying pressure.

Pressure
�MPa�

Protein structure Factor of increase in scattering cross section

Semiminor axis
b=c �Å�

Semimajor axis
a �Å� Total

Number density
contribution

Contrast factor
contribution

1 22.2	0.8 71.0	5.1 1 1 1

150 22.2	0.8 71.0	5.1 1.15 1.08 1.07

300 22.2	0.8 71.0	5.1 1.24 1.16 1.07
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3
(a) 1 wt % BSA + 10 mM d-SDS
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sample (b) diluted to (a)
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FIG. 7. SANS data with contrast-matched surfactant for 1 wt %
BSA+80 mM d-SDS and this system diluted to 1 wt % BSA
+10 mM d-SDS. The data of the diluted sample are compared with
that of the directly prepared sample by the mixing of two compo-
nents. The data are also shown if there is no refolding on dilution.
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FIG. 8. SANS data for 1 wt % BSA as a function of pressure.
Inset shows the scaling of SANS data.
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density of the protein macromolecules and the scattering
length density of the solvent �i.e., contrast factor� as the sys-
tem gets compressed on applying pressure. The individual
calculated contributions of these two terms are given in Table
IV. The number density of the protein macromolecules in-
creases with the pressure, and the contrast factor does not
change perhaps due to the increase in the hydration of the
protein. It is also found that there is no any change in the
structure of BSA protein upon pressure, and these results are
consistent with our earlier dynamic light scattering �DLS�
data that this protein does not show any unfolding even up to
pressure of 450 MPa �31�. Pressure-induced unfolding is be-
lieved to be due to water penetration inside the core of the
protein that decreases the hydrophobic interactions among
nonpolar groups of the protein molecule �24–26�. It has been
found for small globular proteins such as staphylococcal nu-
clease �SN� �30� that pressure beyond 200 MPa can unfold
these proteins. We do not observe any protein unfolding by
applying pressure up to 450 MPa; it may be perhaps due to
the fact that BSA �66.4 KDa� is a much larger protein than
SN �16.8 KDa� for which pressure-induced unfolding has
been observed in this pressure range. Larger size of the pro-
tein means higher hydrophobic interactions between the non-
polar groups inside the protein �52� and therefore larger pres-
sure is needed to weaken these interactions. The size may not
only matter, it could also be due to differences in the domi-
nance of the different interactions within the protein structure
�6�.

Since the BSA protein does not unfold on applying pres-
sure up to 450 MPa, we have used pressure effect in the

presence of urea and surfactant prior to unfolding by their
own. SANS experiments are performed on 1 wt % BSA
+4 M urea and 1 wt % BSA+10 mM SDS. Figure 9 shows
the SANS data of pressure effect on 1 wt %+4 M urea. It is
seen that there is a significant change in the scattering profile
at 200 MPa, which is an indication of the protein unfolding
similar to that of addition of higher urea concentration
�
4 M�. The maximum pressure is applied up to 300 MPa
and no drastic changes in protein unfolding are seen as com-
pared to that for 200 MPa. The refolding of unfolded protein
is examined by releasing the pressure from 300 to 1 MPa.
The scattering pattern suggests the refolding of the unfolded
protein on removing the pressure. The fitted parameters of
the folded and the unfolded protein in these systems are
given in Table V. The globular protein unfolds to random
coil conformation at 200 MPa and only shows a small in-
crease on further increasing the pressure to 300 MPa. On
releasing the pressure, protein is refolded back to globular
size �Fig. 10�. The refolded size is found to be little larger
than that at its native state.

Figure 11 shows the pressure effect on 1 wt % BSA
+10 mM d-SDS, where the surfactant is contrast matched
with the solvent to see directly the conformation of protein.
There is no significant change in the scattering profiles sug-
gesting that the presence of surfactant unlike urea shows
only partial unfolding to protein up to the pressure of 350
MPa. The protein maintains its globular structure in 1 wt %
BSA+10 mM d-SDS on applying pressure �Table VI�.
However, there is an increase in the size of the protein-
surfactant complex. We do not observe unfolding of protein
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FIG. 9. SANS data for 1 wt % BSA+4 M urea as a function of
pressure. Inset shows the variation in radius of gyration �Rg� of
protein as a function of pressure.

TABLE V. Fitted parameters of SANS analysis of pressure effect on 1 wt % BSA+4 M Urea. The
protein has a prolate ellipsoidal shape in the folded or refolded state and a random coil conformation in
unfolded state.

Pressure
�MPa�

Conformational
state

Semiminor axis
b=c �Å�

Semimajor axis
a �Å�

Radius of gyration
Rg �Å�

1 Folded 22.2	0.8 71.0	5.1

100 Folded 22.2	0.8 75.0	5.5

200 Unfolded 58.0	3.0

300 Unfolded 65.0	4.0

1 Refolded 22.2	0.8 80.5	6.0
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FIG. 10. SANS data for 1 wt % BSA+4 M urea at 300 MPa
and when this pressure is released to 1 MPa.
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to random coil with surfactant; it could be due to the fact that
the pressure effect prevents the formation of micellelike clus-
ters with the protein as the surfactant micellization is known
to disfavor with increasing pressure �53�. As a result unlike
urea the effect of addition of surfactant does not add to that
of the pressure on protein unfolding. To the best of our
knowledge, we have not found any literature on BSA where
the activity of protein has been examined on refolding. How-
ever, we believe that the refolding of protein in the present
studies is acquired to achieve a native structure. In the case
of any misfolding �7�, it would have resulted in aggregation,
which was not observed in any of these systems.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The unfolding and/or refolding of BSA protein have been
studied using SANS as functions of different variables such
as urea, surfactant, and pressure. The addition of urea leads
to the unfolding of the protein only at concentrations higher
than 4 M and is observed to be independent of the protein

concentration. For urea concentrations above 4 M, the pro-
tein unfolds and acquires a random coil Gaussian conforma-
tion, whose radius of gyration increases with an increasing
urea concentration. The unfolding of protein in the presence
of surfactant depends on the ratio of surfactant to protein
concentration and is found to be caused by the formation of
micellelike clusters along the unfolded protein polypeptide
chain. There is no protein unfolding observed for pure BSA
on the application of pressure up to 450 MPa. However, the
presence of urea �4 M� shows the pressure-induced unfolding
of BSA protein to random coil conformation at 200 MPa
pressure. No unfolding is observed with surfactant �1 wt %
BSA+10 mM SDS� system even up to pressure of 350 MPa.
Dilution methods are used to examine the reversibility of the
protein unfolding and it has been found that the unfolded
protein in the presence of all the above denaturants refolds
back to the folded structure.
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